COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The review paper discusses stem cell plasticity, specifically describing how current in vivo and in vitro methods can be utilized to analyze the plasticity of neural stem cells. The chimera assay provides an in vivo method for determining if transplanted cells exhibit plasticity and can therefore contribute to the development of an animal. However, evaluating NSC plasticity with the chimera assay has yielded differing results when tested in mouse, chick, porcine and zebrafish models. In vitro methods, which co-culture adult stem cells with stem cells or factors of a specific tissue can also be used to determine the plasticity of NSCs or NPCs. Recent studies suggest that co-culturing mouse NPCs and skin cells directs an ectodermally-restricted conversion of NPCs to keratin1-positive cells. Method optimization is necessary in order to determine if NSCs have plasticity in vitro and in vivo and if NSC plasticity is relevant for therapeutic applications.
Strengths:
-Describe different in vivo and in vitro models for evaluating plasticity.
o Include previous literature which evaluated NSC plasticity in different animal models (mouse, chick, porcine and zebrafish) as well as the strengths and weaknesses to using the animal model.
-In the discussion, provide context for why optimizing the in vivo and in vitro plasticity methods is necessary. Also, provide support for why identifying an efficient way to derive, define and culture NSCs before transplantation is important.
Weaknesses:
Clarity, missing supporting information or did not completely describe a cited papers results.
The paper would also benefit from NSC plasticity diagrams/graphics. -Describing what the chimera assay is (currently Page 1 at line 54) and then subsequent paragraphs which focus on how adult NSC plasticity was evaluated in the assay (currently Page 3 at line 7).
Overall, the paper is interesting and highlights an important stem cell property. The paper would benefit from editing sentence structure and providing additional information to support the content.
